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Tests carried out by the Road Research Laboratory at Glamorgan
showed that with dry concrete and the use of a heavy screed the side
way force coefficient of the new surface was reduced — i.e. using the
skidding motor cycle for recordings — with a wetter mix, however,
the skidding resistance was greater when the heavy screed was used.
Skid Tests in Virginia (U.S.A.).
Some interesting tests on skid resistance have been carried out by
Messrs. Shelburne and Sheppe in Virginia, on some thirty-two
pavement surfaces in wet and in dry condition. The test car,
moving at 10, 20, 30, and 40 m.p.h., respectively, was brought to a
stop by braking on all four wheels ; at the instant of braking, a
detonator, attached to the running board, fired a chalk bullet on the
pavement ; the stopping distance was measured back to the chalk
mark.
The tests were carried out on various types of bitumen, asphalte,
and concrete pavements.
At 40 m p.h. measurements ranged from 63-6 to 88-9 ft. on dry
and from 72*0 to 254-5 ft. on wet surfaces ; some* twenty-seven of
these which had a harsh gritty surface had relatively short stoppng
distances and high coefficients of friction ; broom-finished concrete
proved superior to smooth or belt-finished surfaces.
Non-skid treatment reduced the stopping distance in some cases
from 224 to 94-7 ft. ; worn tyres produced a skid 40% longer than
good treads, and of these synthetic smooth tyres skidded 12% longer
than comparable natural rubber tyres.
The average coefficient of friction, /, was computed from the
formula
where v m.p.h. = initial speed at time of braking and
8 = the average stopping distance in feet.
Four different types of tyre treads were used— viz., (a) new, with
23% natural rubber; (6) almost new, natural rubber; (c) smooth,
synthetic rubber ; and (d) worn natural rubber.
The .diagram (Pig, 152) shows the resistance to skid on two wet
surfaces of broom-finished concrete and sand asphalte; Pig. 153
shows the effect of non-skid treatment on wet surfaces at the several
Skidding Tests in India.
Some interesting tests were carried out "by the Indian P.W3X;
two lorries at 15 m.juh, came to rest (after braking on rear wheels

